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Our World Class College is rooted in a unique heritage. Originally, a second world war
American military hospital, we cherish the remaining Nissen hut which is positioned
in the heart of our grounds. Sir Lincoln Ralph founded the College in 1951 and our
College song, ‘Floreat Sapientia’ was first sung in 1955 and is still sung with warmth
and gusto at our annual Founders Day service, one of many traditions we hold dear.

Please explore our website to find out more or visit us on the outskirts of Norwich,
a short drive, bus or train ride from the historic city. We also benefit from air, rail and
road access to many major cities. The first time I visited the College, I found it magical
and captivating and I invite you to come and take a tour of our glorious grounds and
experience all we have to offer you and your family.

Mrs Zoe Fisher, Principal
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PPrriinncciippaall’’ssWWeellccoommee

Wymondham College is a wonderful place to live and learn. Graded
‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted, we are the largest co-educational state
boarding and day school in the UK and welcome students from ages
11 to 18. We share our beautiful 83-acre site in rural Norfolk with
Wymondham College Prep school which also has boarding provision
for children from age nine.

Our students are the life and soul of our community and our
dedicated staff are the fabric, together we strive for the very best for
all. Our academic outcomes are amongst the very highest nationally
complemented by a wide ranging enrichment programme.

‘Wymondham Life’ is our extensive enrichment provision. With over
70 activities a week on offer, in addition to our curriculum trips, we
develop our young people with skills and experiences that deepen
their learning so that they become well rounded young adults. This
is an important aspect of a Wymondham College student’s life, as
we prepare our young people to continue through life with the
confidence to take opportunities and flourish.

Our boarding element adds a richness to our College culture with day
and boarding students belonging to one of our six ‘houses’, each with
its own character. The House structure brings about camaraderie as
well as a friendly House competitiveness at our annual College
competitions such as our Mair Cup music competition, inter house
sports, debating and academic achievements to name a few. The
friendships formed last a lifetime with many of our alumni returning
to retell fond memories of their House fellowship.



Academic Excellence
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Exam Success

Year on year, our students achieve excellent GCSE
and A Level outcomes which are amongst the highest
nationally. A significant number of our students secure
Oxbridge places with the majority of others gaining
their first choice places at a range of Russell Group
universities or securing Higher Level Apprenticeships
with employers such as Rolls-Royce.

Curriculum

The College provides a knowledge and skills rich
curriculum that will both support and challenge
our students as well as allowing them to enjoy
their learning. The main school offers a five year
programme, Years 7 to 11, which allows all students
to gain a broad experience of a wide variety of
subjects before a guided choice of GCSE subjects.

"There is a culture of high
expectation and high

attainment"
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The Sixth Form is relentlessly focused on students and their future. A broad
curriculum enables students to find subjects that will inspire, and an
unmatched range of wider opportunities for personal development means
that students will always be busy. Life in a dynamic community filled with
like-minded peers, with many students joining the College in the Sixth Form
from other schools locally, nationally and internationally, ensures that terrific
friendships become central to academic life.

Students are expected to show responsibility, self-reliance and leadership.
This is especially true in the Sixth Form where there is a great deal of emphasis
on developing students’ leadership potential. The Principal's Council is an
elected body of senior students which works alongside the Student Council
and House Councils to represent the student voice in the College.

For more information about our Sixth Form, please pick up a copy of our
Sixth Form Prospectus.

The Lincoln Lecture

The annual highlight of our visiting speakers programme is the Lincoln Lecture,
which is a formal occasion given in Lincoln Hall by a lecturer of national or
international renown.

The lecturer does not just arrive to deliver the lecture, they spend the
afternoon at the College and engage informally with students too.
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Academic Excellence

KS3

All students study a comprehensive range of subjects. The subjects covered
are; English, Mathematics, Science, Art, Computing/ICT, Drama, Geography,
History, Modern Foreign Languages (French or Spanish), Music, Physical
Education, PSHE, Religious Education and Technology.

KS4

Students have a guided choice for their GCSE options. The compulsory GCSE
subjects are English Language and Literature, Mathematics, Science, French or
Spanish and History or Geography. Students then have two subject choices. In
addition to these GCSE subjects, all students follow courses in PSHE, RE,
Physical Education and Food Technology.

Sixth Form

The Sixth Form at Wymondham College offers one of the finest Post-16
experiences in the country. We value academic excellence tremendously
highly and invest enormous care and energy in making sure students leave
school life with outstanding opportunities ahead. The two years spent in
the Sixth Form at Wymondham College will be among the best years of
student lives and, year after year, students leave having achieved excellent
academic results and with the life skills to face the world with confidence
and thoughtfulness.



Wymondham Life

Core Values
A core value is a central belief, clearly understood andshared byevery memberof the
College. Our threeCore Valuesof PRIDE, PASSION and POSITIVITY say something of our
culture, our ethos and our priorities. As such, they help us to define the type of college we
strive to be. They speak also about the kind of young people we wish to send into the world.

By PRIDE we mean that everyone:

• has a deep appreciation and respect for our heritage, our history and our unique
boarding community

• sets exceptional standards, celebrating personal successes and gleaning pleasure from
the achievements of others

• has a deep sense of loyalty and commitment to our community, our houses, friendship
groups and towards personal journeys

By PASSION we mean that everyone:

• is enthused and excited by learning, taking initiative and allowing others to do the same,
so that every lesson counts

• embraces thewealth of leadership andWymondham Life activities on offer, so that
growth continues both inside and outside the classroom

• is afforded the opportunity to lead, drive and shape the community in which we all thrive

By POSITIVITY we mean that everyone:

• welcomes and embraces challenge, accepting that we are at our most productive
when stretched

• recognises that effort will lead to growth, that criticism can drive future success
• will foster positive and collaborative relationships with all members of the community
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Extra Curricular Wymondham Life

Wymondham Life is the name for our extensive range of activities that give students the
opportunity to grow in the Core Values that underpin the College.

The programme is rich and diverse in opportunity. Our younger students attend a
‘Fresher’s Fair’ at the start of the year to find out about the 65 clubs and societies that
run each week, these include our outstanding Combined Cadet Force that has both
Army and RAF sections. Staff provide opportunities linked to curriculum subjects such
as ‘Young Engineers’, those that support Wellbeing such as ‘Cuddly Critters’ and
‘Mindfulness’, and alternative off site sports such as scuba diving, horse riding and
skiing.

Our Sports Department offer daily sports clubs and competitive sports fixtures during
the week and at weekends. The College has a strong reputation for sporting success not
only regionally, but nationally with students progressing to the English Schools Athletic
Finals for the last 3 years.

We are proud of our strong tradition of Drama and Music. Recent performances of
‘Annie’, ‘Grease’ and ‘Guys and Dolls’ are examples of the lavish productions that both
enthral and captivate our audiences. “Enjoy and Achieve” is the central philosophy for the
College Music Department. In addition to curriculum music lessons, students have access
to a huge range of performance opportunities, including ensembles, Jazz Orchestra and
Concert Band. The work of the department is supported by visiting music staff and
achievement at all ages and in all areas is of an extraordinary standard. Many students
each year go on to study music at university or Music College.

Holiday activities include ski trips, sports tours and sailing holidays as well as more
adventurous expeditions to destinations such as the Far East and Kenya. Previous trips
have included cricket in the West Indies, football in Spain, World Challenge in Brazil.
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Wymondham Life



Wymondham Life
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Pastoral Care

At Wymondham College we pride ourselves on the pastoral support offered to
both day and boarding students largely through our House structure. Under the
leadership of the Heads of House, teams of both residential and non-residential
staff are trained to support and listen, helping young people make decisions they
can own and be proud of.

Our wellbeing team consists of mental health nurse and qualified counsellor,
demonstrating our commitment to high quality pastoral care for both staff and
students at the College. Pastoral care is not only reactionary but also proactive,
promoting positive mental health and reinforcing our strong moral messages
through assemblies and throughout the curriculum.

We measure progress not only by academic attainment but also by the journey
of children into confident, happy and caring young people. Our Core Values of
Pride, Passion and Positivity underpin our belief that the quality of pastoral care
is as valuable as the quality of teaching in the classroom.

Catering

Eating well together as a community is an important part of both the school day
and boarding life. Our catering team prepare high quality menus every day to
meet all dietary needs which are regularly reviewed by a qualified nutritionalist.

The team takes pride in serving dishes from different cuisines, sourcing local
produce whenever possible. Pupils are regularly invited to sample new menus
and provide feedback, ensuring that our menus stay fresh and interesting.

"The Refectory provides an excellent range
of freshly cooked, healthymeals, including

an extensive salad bar"
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"Boarding is an integral part of the whole
college. Heads of house are qualified
teachers and have responsibilities

linked to academic study"
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The exciting and unique blend of young people is one of the
many reasons why Wymondham College is a dynamic,
successful and fascinating place to be. However, our true
strength and uniqueness comes from boarding which forms
the very essence of College life. Our boarders come from a wide
range of backgrounds. The College’s excellent reputation means
that we have students coming to us from across the UK, Europe
and elsewhere in the world. We are committed to giving our
very best at all times, courageous and resilient to embrace
change and welcome challenge, whilst maintaining the high
standards we expect from one another.

Wymondham College has always been a fully co-educational
school and since the 1970s we have had mixed boarding
houses. This means that whilst sleeping accommodation is
entirely separate, boys and girls mix naturally in the social
and work areas.

Our five main school boarding houses (Kett Hall, Peel Hall, Fry
Hall, Cavell Hall and New Hall) have high quality facilities amd
their own distinct ethos that is underpinned by our overall
Wymondham College Core Values. Students eat together in the
College Refectory where there is a wide range of hot food on
offer every day as well as salads.

As a state boarding school, education is free for all. This means
that parents who choose to send their children to board with us
only pay for the cost of boarding, which equates to annual fee
that is approximately two thirds less than the cost of an
independent boarding education.

Boarding
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"The children and young people receive
outstanding care and support in the

boarding provision
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Boarding

"Highly trained and experienced leaders
andmanagers lead the boarding provision
effectively and efficiently. They inspire not
only the children and young people but also
the staff. Their approach nurtures collective
ambition and children and young people
make progress as a result."
Ofsted 2017
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WymondhamCollege was established in 1951 on the site of a
wartime US Air Force Hospital. The College continued to be
housed in wartimeNissen huts until the 1990s.

Only one Nissen hut remains, our Chapel, which is at the heart
of the College. We are proud of our links with the United States
and a Heritage Trail around the campus tells students and
visitors the story of the development of the site before, during
and after the war.

We remember the sacrifice of those bothwho fought and fell
during the Second WorldWar and those who sadly lost their
lives in the 231st United States Air Force military hospital
(1943–45) during our Remembrance Day service and wreath
laying ceremony. This is held at our war memorial and is
attended by our own Combined Cadet Force and a senior
member of the US military.

OOuurr UUnniiqquuee HHeerriittaaggee



Assistant Headteacher’sWelcome
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Our Community
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academic standards, that also provides a huge range of opportunities,

have a close friendship with the Ralphs family that is celebrated in our

You come to uswith awide range of skills, talents and enthusiasms,
many ofwhich you don’t yet know about. The College’s taught curriculum
and the extra-curricular programme (Wymondham Life) are designed to give
you every opportunity to develop creativity, refine skills and express unique
views of the world around us.

We actively encourage former students to play a role in the development
of current students, sharing their knowledge and experiences with younger
generations. With their genuine affection, pride and enthusiasm, our
‘Old Wymondhamians’ are delighted to return to the College, reminiscing
on a past life and willing to give something back to the place which, for
so many, influenced and shaped them.

As you would expect, Wymondham College is ambitious for its future and
appreciates the need to constantly develop the campus and invest wisely
for future generations.

Peter Rout Centre Cricket Pavilion

Wymondham College was the brain child of Sir Lincoln Ralphs
(Chief Education Officer, Norfolk County Council 1950–1974).

His vision to build a state boarding school with exceptionally high
academic standards, that also provides a huge range of opportunities,
remains the central aim of the College to this day. We continue to
have a close friendship with the Ralphs family that is celebrated in our
annual Founder’s Day Service.
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We have a spectacular 83-acre site which includes
extensive sports pitches, a floodlit AstroTurf,
tennis courts, an indoor swimming pool, modern
classroombuildings and specialist teaching spaces.
There are five main school boarding houses and our Sixth
Form is housed in Lincoln Hall, winner of the South Norfolk
award for Design Excellence 2008. Lincoln house is home
to 400 Post-16 day and boarding students.

In 2020 the £2million Peter Rout Centre opened which
includes a lecture theatre and is home to our Maths and
SEND departments. Work is currently being undertaken to
build a new sports pavilion, which will open in 2023.

We were proud to open The Wymondham College Prep
School on our site in 2020. The Prep School is a state
primary school providing boarding places for pupils in Year
5 and 6. The Prep school is housed in a brand new,
purpose built primary school, and boarders are
accommodated in Underwood Hall, a new primary
boarding house.

Our Facilities
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To apply for a boarding or day place at
Wymondham College please visit our ‘Admissions’
section on our website:

www.wymondhamcollege.org

Alternatively, you can contact our Admissions Team
by phone, email or post. They will guide
you through your application process.

Tel: 01953 609000

Email: admissions@wymondhamcollege.org

Wymondham College
Golf Links Road
Wymondham
Norfolk, NR18 9SZ
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How to Apply



28.WaterTower
29.The International Centre
30. SportsCentre & SwimmingPool
31. Sir LincolnRalphs Library
32.PSA Shop
33. AstroTurf
34.TennisCourts

22. Science
23. LewisBuilding
24. Chapel
25. NewHall
26.Pavilion
27. SETHQ

35.TempPrep School/
WymondhamLife

36.TomEaton Centre-
MusicDepartment
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Wymondham College is close to major roads and rail
routes. Norwich International Airport offers connections
via Amsterdam to a full range of international
destinations. London Stansted Airport, with low-cost
direct flights to locations across the UK and Europe, is
easily accessible by road or rail.
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Sapientia Education Trust,
Wymondham College, Wymondham, NR18 9SZ
www.se-trust.org | 01953 609000
Sapientia Education Trust, a charitable company limited by guarantee,
registered in England and Wales with company number 7466353

www.wymondhamcollege.org
admissions@wymondhamcollege.org

Wymondham College
Golf Links Road
Wymondham
Norfolk, NR18 9SZ

Tel: 01953 609000

WymondhamCollege@WymondhamCol


